
On 21st September, 2019 the poet Angus Macmillan led a poetry walk at the remains of the Polmaddy settlement, abandoned in the early 1800s. 

A ‘poetry walk’ is essentially a walk in a particular place with the aim of writing of being there – writing in any form we feel comfortable with, not just 

poetry. For that to happen, we spend a little time beforehand orientating and becoming attuned to the place, and after the walk, there are some exercises to 

assist the creative process. 

 

That day at Polmaddy all seemed poetry – the surprise of a day-moon in a peerless sky, a field of spider-webs, the buzzard circling, as if to say... Whether or 

not we try to put such moments into words, into ‘poetry’, we can sense the poetry of nature and landscape, perhaps especially so here at Polmaddy, a place 

that resonates with its own particular poetry of time – where the grit of the lives and labours of the people who lived here is palpable in the presences and 

absences of dwellings, inn, mill, kilns, fields and paths. 

 

The land artist Richard Long suggests that the bodily movement of walking invokes a ‘rhythmic relaxation‘ of both body and mind that ‘frees the 

imagination.’ Rebecca Solnit agrees: ‘Walking is the intentional act closest to the unwilled rhythms of the body, to breathing and the beating of the heart... 

Walking, ideally, is a state in which the mind, the body and the world are aligned, as though they were three characters finally in conversation together, three 

notes suddenly making a chord.’ 

On a poetry walk we are encouraged to walk in this spirit, noticing and paying attention, with all our senses alert. We try to take in the visual landscape; feel 

the stone walls, the mosses, the bark of the trees; smell the grasses and the air; listen to the birds, the river, the wind in the trees, the echoes… 

This quality of awareness allows us to feel present in the place – part of it, even. Only then can we come to understand that we ourselves shape what we see 

and feel. Landscape and place are not fixed entities, out there, uncomplicatedly available to us. What we see and experience depends very much on what we 

bring to it in the way of memories, understandings, imagination. An extreme statement of that view comes from the writings of the poet Fernando Pessoa: 

‘The traveller is the journey. What we see is not what we see, but what we are.’ On that basis, a place is never the same twice for us: our mood and state of 

mind will affect what we experience and engage with. And in turn, we are shaped by place: as Robert Macfarlane suggests, ‘as well as thinking about 

landscape and nature, we think with it, and more radically still… we are thought by it.’ He goes on to elaborate that such an understanding ‘would be alert to 

the ways in which cognition can be site-specific, in which certain landscapes can hold certain thoughts as they hold certain species or minerals. It would 

celebrate the fact that there are natural places that present possibilities of thinking and feeling that are otherwise unavailable or elsewhere absent. Such places 

make our thinking possible, and leave our thinking changed.’ 

Some words may flow and form with the natural rhythm of walking. More may be drawn out in the workshop following the walk where the leading poet 

assists participants to develop their imaginative response through writing exercises. More words often come afterwards as impressions settle and scribblings 

are riddled and refined. Sometimes the words continue to arrive for a long time afterwards. 

All the poetic responses displayed here have been made following our poetry walk that charmed September day – walking the poetry of the place again and 

again in our minds or back at Polmaddy itself. Whatever the weather. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 


